1. Development

1.1 Integration

- **Comprehensive and integrated approach to education**, ensuring a well-rounded knowledge base.
- **Innovative and adaptable learning environments**, fostering a dynamic and engaging educational experience.
- **Cooperative Development**, involving multiple stakeholders and perspectives for a holistic understanding.

1.2 Operative Level — Competitive Advantage

- **Emotional intelligence**, enhancing interpersonal skills and rapport.
- **Succinct, ad rem speaking**, mastering the art of effective communication.
- **Structure-form-function** views, understanding the foundational principles of systems design.
- **Concurrent stakeholders**, recognizing the interconnected nature of operations.
- **Dynamic situations**, adapting to change and uncertainty.
- **Rounded hands-on experience**, gaining practical skills.
- **Coherent multi-subject knowledge**, integrating diverse fields for a comprehensive perspective.

1.3 Tuned Form

- **Simplified, yet robust and effective**, balancing simplicity with complexity.
- **Generative RBP**, a methodological operating principle for dynamic situations.
- **Recognition**, acknowledging the value of diverse perspectives.
- **Refinement**, continuously improving and adapting.

1.4 Communication — Master the Medium

- **Facilitate learning**, promoting an environment of continuous growth.
- **Mastery**, achieving proficiency through practice and dedication.
- **Confidence**, building self-assurance through experience.
- **Perdicoùlis, A. (2014)**

1.5 Professional Portfolio

- **Targeting an integrated vision**, aligning personal and professional goals.
- **Perdicoùlis, A. (2016)**
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2. Apply — Build Culture

2.1 Systems Planning

- **Asymptote quality level**, an advanced state of excellence.
- **Competence, and conduct**, defining the ethos of the educational institution.
- **Stakeholder Empowerment**, involving all parties in the process.
- **Perdicoùlis, A. (2014)**

2.2 Educational Advancement

- **In the RBP**, a method for discovering innovative solutions.
- **Organisational Advancement**, enhancing overall performance.
- **Perdicoùlis, A. (2016)**

3. Groundwork — Base Skills

- **Professional/ Team**, preparing for the challenges of the future.
- **Achievement**, mastering essential skills.
- **Vision**, setting a forward-thinking direction.
- **Perdicoùlis, A. (2014)**

4.1 Primer — System Planning

- **Operative principle**, guiding the educational process.
- **Perdicoùlis, A. (2016)**

4.2 Communication — Build Relationships

- **Facilitate learning**, promoting an environment of continuous growth.
- **Mastery**, achieving proficiency through practice and dedication.
- **Confidence**, building self-assurance through experience.
- **Perdicoùlis, A. (2014)**
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